Boost team effectiveness with
mobile and cloud technology
Empower your team to transform your business
Business teams today are often distributed across the world, working at
various hours with a variety of devices. Employees value flexible work
environments that support real-time collaboration and remote access to all
the information required to get their job done. And you need peace of mind
that your business data is protected wherever it goes.
Technologies designed for a cloud-first, mobile-first world can empower a modern workforce. Enable your team to
share documents, edit files simultaneously, and access company networks from different devices and locations. With
the right cloud solution, you can foster team connections to ensure your staff stays productive. And, you can be
sure your business data and devices are safeguarded against modern threats – even outside the office.
Boost productivity across your workplace by employing integrated mobile and cloud solutions from Microsoft.
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How Microsoft solutions can boost productivity in your business

Collaborate in real-time across
the organization

Enable employees to work how
they want

Get better device protection
and security management

Work simultaneously on documents
with a dispersed team – and store
and save your work in the cloud with
Office 365. It works on any device –
Windows 10 Pro, Android, iOS.

Provide easy access to familiar Office
apps on the devices your staff prefer
– Windows, iOS, or Android – using
cloud-based Office 365.

Safeguard and manage Windows,
Android and iOS devices – and
protect your operating system, files,
and thousands of SaaS apps – using
Enterprise Mobility + Security.

Network across the globe –
virtually

Store data cost-effectively

Safeguard against security
theft

Meet online across locations. Use HD
video and voice meetings, plus
transmit content on the device of
your choice, with Skype for Business
in Office 365.

Enable rich, insight-based
decision-making
Get automatic security and feature
updates delivered from the cloud –
without interruptions to users – with
Office 365 and Windows 10 Pro.

How we can help

Enable personalized service by
accessing, sharing, and updating
customer information in real-time
with Dynamics 365.

Strengthen identity protection with
multi-factor authentication, including
fingerprint and PIN, in Windows 10
Pro.

Deliver familiar, intuitive

Keep data safe and contained

Give your team the experiences they
want – like touch, ink, or voice –
across a range of compelling,
productive Windows 10 Pro devices.

Shield data from leaks or
unsanctioned actions, such as
unauthorized printing or forwarding
of documents, using Windows
Information Protection in Windows
10 Pro plus Rights Management
Services in Office 365.

With MICROAGE and MICROSOFT, we can help you
take your business to the next level.
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